Letter from the Editor

Dear Readers,

The Council on Undergraduate Research maintains a website of college and university undergraduate journals, containing publications from some lesser-known four-year schools and most of the best-known universities in the country (from Berkley to Yale). There is one journal among that list from a community college. I needn’t tell you which it is.

Scholars’ Day Review (SDR) is MCC’s sole outlet for the publication of undergraduate scholarly writing, and it has exposure. It represents, however, only a portion of the excellent work of this nature being done at our college. To publish in SDR, students are required to have presented at Scholars’ Day (an event occurring each academic year, on a Saturday in late April). Scholars’ Day has become embedded in the culture of MCC, but participation encompasses just a small percentage of the student population. I would love to see more faculty inspiring more students to engage in the bit of extra effort needed to take a good idea, perhaps a good class project, and turn it into a Scholars’ Day presentation and potentially a paper suitable for publication in SDR. To the faculty reading, whatever your discipline, please consider this an invitation to push more students this way.

In the current issue, you’ll see the range of scholarly work that students present at Scholars’ Day, from research on current events (shockingly, witch burning) to cultural criticism to engineering to the juxtaposition of art and science.

As I do every year, I want to thank the editors who make this quality publication possible (see their names at right). Students who have submitted to SDR know about the careful feedback that our editors provide as reviewers and judges of early drafts.

And the students whose work is published here stuck with the editorial process through the summer, hanging in for the fulfillment of a process that may have started a year earlier when they began planning for a presentation at Scholars’ Day. I hope you agree the products have been worth their respective efforts.

Michael S. Ofsowitz
Editor-in-Chief
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